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MESSAGE FROM ALTA GREEFF
Alta Greeff: Head CCEE Curro

Dear Parents and Guardians,
At the Curro Centre for Educational Excellence (CCEE) we
are so aware of the importance of the first few years that
learners spend in the formal school set-up. We ‘tread lightly on
the dreams’ of the precious young minds, as Sir Ken Robinson
puts it in his 2010 TED talk (www.sirkenrobinson.com).
We do work hard to ensure that Mathematics and Language are taught in line with international best practices. We want our
learners to emerge from Foundation Phase with the so-called foundational skills, or the 3Rs well developed.
In recent years the importance of the skill to code as part of ‘new literacy skills’ has been emphasised greatly in the
educational world. All over the world very few educators have these skills, so it is regarded as essential that parents also
come to the party.

For a recent article on parent involvement go to

http://www.edudemic.com/coding-classroom-16-top-resources/?utm_content=buffer4d5c1&utmmedium=social&utm_
source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
Since 2011 we have been teaching Robotics as part of our formal curriculum in all our Curro schools. This includes basic
coding skills. In 2014 it was added to our IT curriculum and will become part of our Meridian offering as well, so we seem
to have a small advantage here . . .

Alt
a Greeff

Best wishes and keep warm; winter has arrived.

Head: CCEE

Follow Alta on Twitter
@altagreeffroodt
and Lionell Goss Horn
@primliteracy

Code - the language of the future
Almost every child comes into contact daily with some form of the digitised world, whether
it is watching their parents swipe their credit card for a purchase in the supermarket or even
watching them on their cellphones.
Digitisation – the ‘adoption’ of smart
and connected information and com
muni
cation technologies (ICT) by
consumers, businesses, and governments’–domi
nates our world. And
because emerging markets in Africa
tend to ‘leapfrog’ through technolo
gical advances (witness the enormous
advances in mobile banking and
agricultural apps in East Africa that
surpassed anything being done in the
developed world) we need to ensure
our children are up to speed.
Five years ago this would have meant
that learners need to be computer
literate, by which it was meant
they needed to know how to use a
computer. The fast pace of digitisation
means that this is no longer sufficient.
Learners need to know how computers
work. They need to be taught how to
write computer code.
South African schools face enormous
challenges in this regard. According
to a report compiled by educational
publishers Via Afrika, the Department
of Basic Education admitted that in
2014 less than 6 000 schools out of
the country’s 25 870 schools were
ICT-ready. That’s less than 24%. In
addition, only 32% of all educators had
been trained in basic computer skills.
Digitalisation in education, while
recognised as the best possible channel
through which to spread education,
remains hampered in South Africa
by broadband access. The innovative
social platform Mxit was utilised by
Nokia to launch MoMath, an accessible
mathematic teaching programme that
includes educational publishers and
the Department of Education. And in
Rwanda, the education department
partnered with mobile

phone manufacturer Ericsson to launch
‘Connect to Learn’ to provide contentrich media to remote schools.
Enrolment in schools has increased
across sub-Saharan Africa. According
to the African Economic Outlook
(AEO) ‘59% of 20-24 year olds 137
million youths – will have secondary
education in 2030, compared to 42%
today’. This is the good news. The bad
news is that educational curricula are
not equipping them for the world of
work. This skills mis
match, said the
AEO, is the biggest challenge that the
youth face in the labour market: more
than 54% of those surveyed across 36
African nations said that the ‘mismatch
of skills between what job seekers
have to offer and what em
ployers
require to be a major obstacle’.
Far too much focus has been placed
on simply improving access to the
Internet. Digitisation means more than
this. According to a report by research
company Strategy& entitled Maximising
the Impact of Digitisation, ‘digitisation
multiplies the benefits of connectivity, as
it generates three times more economic
benefit than broadband alone’.
The report points out that in 2011
‘digitisation provided a US$193-billion
boost to world economic output and
created six-million jobs globally’.
If we wish to create jobs and become
competitive, we need to prepare our
learners better for the digital world in
which they find themselves.
At the World Economic Forum on
Africa, to be held in Cape Town in June,
Africa Code Week will be launched.
This is a ‘one-of-kind educational
initiative’ taking place in October
2015 that will span 11 countries,
include 20 000 learners, and which
seeks to ‘empower African youth with
the coding skills they need to thrive in
their career and become key actors of
Africa‘s economic development’.

be among the first to engage in this
continent-wide, historical initiative,
a joint initiative of software giant SAP,
Simplon, Galway Education Center, and
the Cape Town Science Centre.
At our Curro schools, we recognise
the importance of addressing the
educational needs of the ‘21st cen
tury learner’. The Curro Centre for
Educational Excellence (CCEE) is
constantly interrogating the metho
dology of teaching and learning in
the fields of literacy, mathematics,
science, technology and robotics.
The CCEE supports the African Code
Week and will encourage our learners
to participate. The challenge remains
to include the coding skills in South
African curricula in order for work like
this to be sustainable. We need to train
and provide support for our educators
to effect the mind shift necessary to
become aligned with the international
thinking that coding skill must become
part of basic literacy.
We started the CCEE programme in
2011 and have added coding skills
into our formal Curro curriculum from
Grade 2 (eight year olds) to Grade 6
(11 year olds) in the form of Robotics.
In Grades 7 to 9 we teach data logging
and we have established Robotics
clubs to accommodate learner interest.
In 2014 we have added coding skills
to our IT curriculum for Grade 1 to 9.
We also offer IT in Grades 10 to 12
and encourage more learners to take
this subject.
South Africa will need to create millions
of jobs over the next ten to 20 years if
it expects the growing population of
youngsters to play a significant role in
the economy.
As we have seen, digitisation stimulates
job creation, and according to the
Strategy& report an ‘increase of 10%
in digitisation reduces a nation’s
unemployment rate by 0,84%’.

In June, the Cape Town Science Centre
will host a pilot event (for free) of
Africa Code Week to train educators
interested in hosting coding workshops.
South African children aged 8–11 will
2
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WHY 21ST CENTURY SKILLS

IN THE FOUNDATION PHASE?
Our 21st century life is challenging. If a child started Grade R this year, he or she will
matriculate in 2027 and enter the adult world, after a qualification sometime in the
2030s. We need to equip our ‘children’ with appropriate skills to cope in the world
that they will have to deal with.

‘… talent, not money, will be the corporate battlefield.’ – Jim Carrol
At Curro we believe that intelligence is not fixed. We cannot accept that the complexity
and creativity of humans is defined. Intelligence is learnable. Based on leading international
research, Curro provides opportunities for our learners to develop powerful learning. This
gives them the confidence and capabilities to face the unknown challenges of tomorrow and
become lifelong learners.
The significant emphasis on small group work is one of the powerful means to learn and
develop 21st century skills.

‘Children preparing to work is the 21st century need to prepare like they
are getting ready for the Olympics, but they won’t know which event
they will compete in until they get there.’ – Tom Friedman
• In essence, we see ‘learning’ as an ability that can be
built and therefore, we focus our energy on:

21st Century Learners
Curro is child or learner-centred. In our Foundation Phase
Literacy, learners read at their own individual levels.
PThe
P
learners can develop at their own pace.
PThis
P
enables them to read with understanding.
PWe
P
promote lifelong reading.

Parents, read to your
children every day!

PReading
P
is a basic skill needed for mastery of all subjects.
International research has shown reading problems often
stem from the inability to identify sounds. We proactively
address this by teaching phonological awareness in
Grade R and Grade 1.
PWe
P
make use of several reading series that are used
worldwide to expand our learners’ horizons.
PIn
P following world trends, we enhance the State Curri
culum by adding a variety of text types for all learners to
sustain reading and writing.
In our Foundation Phase there is a problem-solving
approach to Mathematics. Learners are motivated to find
their own solutions and to develop an integrated approach
to Mathematics.Therefore we strive to:
PDevelop
P
problem-solving habits of mind to solve real
life problems.
PRefocus
P
teaching efforts in those early years towards
developing the learners’ understanding, reasoning
and application of the basic facts of Mathematics.
PWe
P
foster Number Sense development.

continually

develops

cutting-edge

Technology is everywhere
P Curro, as did educationalists in the UK, realise
that it is important for our learners to gain an
understanding of programming.
P We began teaching to code through Robotics.
P Although technologies and even programming
languages may become obsolete, the principles
mastered remain.
P Despite the seemingly difficult and complex
nature of Robotics, classes are fun-filled and
learning happens spontaneously.
P Robotics, as part of our unique Curro curriculum,
exposes all learners to coding.

‘Everybody in this country (world)
should learn to program a computer,
because it teaches you to think.’
– Steve Jobs
21st Century Skills
P Although we focus on critical content, without the
skills below, our learners will not survive, let alone
thrive in our world.
P 3 Rs: reading; writing; arithmetic
P 4 C’s: creativity; collaboration; communication;
critical thinking
P 2 Ms: motivations; meta-cognition (thinking about
our own thinking)
P These skills are often termed the ‘hidden’ curri
culum − what we really want to the learner to
know. However at Curro, these are explicit and
the focus of learning in our classrooms.

The CCEE also does
P We are currently formulating a strategy regarding
multi-lingual environments, including more South
African languages.
P Annual systemic testing, at international levels,
is used to guide teaching and learning, in the
following subjects:
• Literacy
• Mathematics
• Robotics

PThinking
P
(cognition) contributes to the physical develop
ment of the brain.

P Curro believes in developing and supporting
educators in order to equip them for the
demands of the 21st century classroom. Attending
training, workshops and conferences are part of
our development plan.

The Life Skills subject is central to the holistic development of
learners. It is concerned with their social, personal, intellectual,
emotional and physical growth.

P Educators view themselves as learners and
therefore, they too need to unlearn, learn and
relearn in order to be effective educators.

PLearners
P
make their own plans, they communicate their
plans and they listen to the plans of their peers.

4

The CCEE
curricula.
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WHY IS EDUCATIONAL
ROBOTICS PART OF THE
CURRO CURRICULUM?

How do we
do it?
In Grades R and 1 we intro
duce
the LEGO® Early Simple Machine
(ESM) DUPLO® sets. All mechanical
machines are made up of a combi
nation of 6 simple machines and by
using these sets our young learners
are introduced to real life concepts
like gears, wheels and pulleys. In
Grade R they build models from
instructions and in Grade 1 we allow
and motivate them to design their
own models enhancing creativity
and critical thinking as well as
communication and collaboration as
they work in groups.

Worldwide research has shown that knowledge alone is not enough to prepare our
learners for working and living in the 21st century. A study done by the Partnership
for 21st Century Skills (people from the business community, education leaders and
policymakers) defined a set of essential skills which are now known as the 21st century
skills. They are the following:

R

3 s
eading, w iting, a ithmetic

R

R

R

4

Cs

Critical thinking, Creativity,
Communication, Collaboration

2 Ms
Meta-cognition (thinking about
your own thinking), Motivation

While the 3 Rs have always been taught in schools, very little attention has been given to developing the other 6 skills.
On top of that more and more people believe that coding is a new language and that every child deserves to be fluent in it.
Michael Gove, UK education secretary (2010 - 2014):
‘Information and Communication Technology used to focus purely on computer literacy – teaching pupils, over and over
again, how to word-process, how to work a spreadsheet, how to use programs already creaking into obsolescence; about
as much use as teaching children to send a telex or travel in a zeppelin.

This is done to prepare them for the Robotics programme that is introduced in Grade 2 and 3 where the LEGO® WeDo
sets are used. LEGO® WeDo is a simple-to-use tool that enables students to learn and construct with LEGO sized bricks
and then bring their models to life by programming them using the very child friendly WeDo software.

Our new curriculum teaches children computer science, information technology and digital literacy: teaching them how
to code, and how to create their own programs; not just how to work a computer, but how a computer works and how
to make it work for you.’

The WeDo
software
language

According to Code.org, computer programming jobs are growing at twice the national average. Yet less than 2,4% of
college students graduate with a degree in computer science.

Wait

Start

Turn motor
that way

In the past, the digital divide described students with technology compared to those without. Today, the divide addresses
students who receive instruction on how to do things with technology versus those learning how to make technology do
things. Now that computer science is the highest paid career for college graduates, it is time to stop teaching students how
to push the buttons and start teaching them how to make the buttons.

Repeat

Not many school curricula teach learners to question or think about technology, therefore they become passive users of
these tools rather than engaging with them. An important first step for parents and educators is to stop being scared of
coding and focus on the creative process that can be unleashed.

Turn motor
this way

Based on all of the above, and believing in Seymour Papert’s Constructionism Theory which states that learning happens most
effectively ‘where the learner is consciously engaged in constructing’. In other words, they learn best by making or doing
rather than just listening. Curro decided to introduce a fourth R, namely Educational Robotics as part of the curriculum from
Grade R to Grade 6 in order to allow our learners to develop these skills and to master coding in a playful and enjoyable way.
Hank Pellissier, a freelance writer on education and brain development, stated:
‘. . . computer programming languages used in developing web pages and mobile apps may be the most important
second, third, or fourth language your child will ever learn . . . there’s no guarantee that computer science will be offered
at your child’s school; in fact, there’s a good chance it won’t be. Despite the chorus of future focused experts advocating
for better computer science education, most schools aren’t meeting the challenge.’

These sets also include a motion and a tilt sensor which allows the models to be
programmed to obtain information from the environment and ‘make decisions’ based
on this information.
Once again, in Grade 2, we allow them to build models from instructions. They are,
however, taught the software language and have to write their own programmes, for
example to allow the crocodile to sleep and eat its prey or to allow the birds to dance
and sing.

Educational Robotics is a set of
edu
cational activities that support
and strengthen specific areas of
knowledge and develop skills through
the designing, building, assembling
and programming of robots (coding).
CURRO CURRICULUM UPDATE | TOWARDS THE 21ST CENTURY | WWW.CURRO.CO.ZA

Play a random
sound

Learners work in pairs of two and each of these group use a dedicated laptop and WeDo
set allowing them to build, program and discover at their own pace.
As in Grade 1, Grade 3 learners design and program their own models.
6
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Douglas Rushkoff, author of Program or Be Programmed argues that our schools need to incorporate computer
programming into the core curriculum or get left behind. ‘It’s time Americans begin treating computer
code the way we do the alphabet or arithmetic.’
When our learners reach the Intermediate Phase we change to the
more advanced LEGO® Mindstorms sets which include
more intricate motors and a variety of sensors. In
a systematic way the learners are introduced to
a more advanced programming language in
order to program their robots to function in
an autonomous way. Starting off they build a
robot from instructions, but as they progress
they are challenged to solve ‘real life’ problems
where they need to design the models and
program them to solve a given problem.

Curro Robotics Clubs
Robotics clubs, presented as a extra-curricular activity, give vibrant educators the opportunity to venture
into interesting avenues and explore new horizons for themselves. In the process they are taking learners
on this exciting trip and opening their minds to a whole new world. Robotics clubs are a great way to share
enthusiasm about robotics and science with others learners at your school.

Two programming languages
taught in Curro: EV3 and NXT-G

Move

What do we do at these clubs?
All the clubs are doing robotics. A lot of them also engage in impressive
science experiments, do video editing on Movie Maker and publishing on
YouTube. A few of these clubs also venture into rocketry. And quite frankly
... the sky is the limit.

Display

Wait

Sound

We’ve started in 2014 with 9 clubs and this year 18 schools attended the
educator training sessions. Three schools took part in the World Robot
Olympiad (WRO) last year. This year we are envisaging to have 10 Curro
teams in the provincial WRO competitions. The learner membership has
increased to more than double that of last year.

Repeat

Educators are trained at the start of each term and then they go and train the
learners. Educators’ support during the term can be found on our SharePoint
site for Robotics clubs where educators discuss topics, find resources, post
pictures and upload videos of their activities.

Schools with clubs

Clubs started Planned clubs
in 2014
for 2015

Our learners are also encouraged to take part in one of three regional Inter-Curro Robotics competitions every
year as well as the World Robot Olympiad which has regional, national as well as international competitions and is
hosted by a different country each year. In 2015 the finals of this competition will be held in November in Doha,
Qatar. The elementary competition this year is ‘Pearl Diving’. The theme, ‘Robot Explorers’, encourages students
to build robots that can investigate and explore different environments, some of them hostile to humans.
This game challenges you to build a robot that can dive and explore under the sea for pearls. For
each dive you will only have 30 seconds before the robot needs to come back up for air.
By exposing our learners to child friendly technology and programming from a young age, we
believe that they will master the much needed 21st century skills as well as the confidence to face
the challenges they will have to meet in the very competitive world they are growing up in.

The colour blue on the board represents the
water and the colour blocks represents the pearls.

President Barack Obama at the Computer Science Education
Week 2013: ‘Don’t just buy a new video game. Make one. Don’t
just download the latest app. Help design it. Don’t just play on
your phone. Program it. No one is born a computer scientist, but
with a little hard work and some math and science, just about
anyone can become one … just give it a shot.’

The table on the right shows the schools and their
Robotics club status.

‘We cannot always build the future for our youth,
but we can build our youth for the future.’

Total learners
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Century City
Grantleigh
Mount Richmore
Heuwelkruin
Brackenfell
Langebaan
Roodeplaat
Hermanus
Krugersdorp

Hazeldean
Bankenveld
Durbanville

Aurora
Serengeti
Durbanville
Bankenveld
Hazeldean
Hillcrest
Nelspruit
Century City
Grantleigh
Mount Richmore
Heuwelkruin

196 learners

Still counting

Taking part in World
Robotics Olympiad

For more info, go to http://www.wro2015.org/rules/
pearldiving.2.0.pdf

Aurora
Serengeti
Durbanville
Bankenveld
Hazeldean
Hillcrest
Embury
Nelspruit
Woodhill
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